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Why media interpretation?



Multimedia documents

•  E.g. web pages, videos
•  Hierarchically structured documents
•  Data vs. metadata



Content (Data)

•  Raw data (modality-specific representation)
•  Bag-of words model (vector of strings)

 Easy for text documents
 For images on web pages, take surrounding text 

to fill vectors
 Manual annotations for image/video docs to 

form vectors

•  Problem: 
 What are meaningful substructures 

(zones) in large docs?



Metadata

•  Relational structure (author, resolution, …)
•  Strings (“keywords”)

 Possibly taken from fixed repertoire or free text
 Can be seen as part of relational structure
 Can also be seen as part of bag-of-words model
 Possibly organized into zones



Media retrieval…

•  Standard:
 Databases for metadata

 Field-based retrieval
 First-order logic and model checking (SQL)

 Search engines supporting free text 
indexing (bag-of-words model for content)
 Scoring functions (TF-IDF)
 Querying (example-based)
•  Matching (nearest neighbor and friends)

 Classification
•  Clustering techniques



… and content management

• Manipulate documents as objects 
(content plus metadata) 

•  Analyze content to derive topics: 
Which clusters show up? 

•  Find subsets of all documents in a 
repository that might be of interest for 
a customer to view or to buy



Desiderata?

•  Bag of words model does not take the 
syntactic structure of text into account (not 
even shallow syntactic relations are 
considered)

•  Bag-of-words model hard to implement for 
images and video
 Surrounding text not always available
 Manual annotation “expensive” 

 Depends on the view/mood of the annotator
 Usually not (re)done in the light of subsequent events



Media Interpretation (MI)

s 



Interpretations = Metadata (1)



Interpretations = Metadata (2)



Media access (MA)

•  Queries:

•  Results : 
  {                                    }
  {                                                                      }
  {   (url3,                                                                           ) }

•  Exploit ontologies 
for querying:



Logic-based content management?

•  Ontologies are based on first-order logic
 Description logic

 Tbox (terminological knowledge)
 Abox (assertional knowledge) 

 Horn logic
  Logic programs (“Rules”)

•  First-order logic combined with
 Fuzzy-set theory
 Probability theory



Ontologies & Reasoning

•  Ontology = (Tbox, Abox)
•  Tbox (= set of axioms)

 Find implictly stated axioms
 Find unwanted implicit axioms/facts

•  Abox (= set of assertions)
 Find implicit assertions or combinations of 

implicit assertions
 Find unwanted implicit assertions



Where are the Latin lovers?

Example from E. Franconi (Univ. Bolzano) 



Modeling error revealed

Inconsistency 

Unwanted subsumption 



Oh those Italian Professors



Modeling error - unfortunately

Unwanted subsumption? 



Reasoning for query answering

Speaker 

SSMS-Participant 

Organizer 

Person 
knows 

{disjoint, complete} 

invited 

Tbox 



Example: Data descriptions

invited 
invited 

Ralf Möller : SSMS-Participant Steffen Staab: Speaker 

Nikos-Sarris : Organizer 

knows 

knows 

Bad presentation? Who is responsible? 
„I am looking for a person who invited a speaker 
who knows an organizer.“ 

Abox 

Query 



Example: Data descriptions

invited 
invited 

Ralf Möller : SSMS-Participant Steffen Staab: Speaker 

Nikos-Sarris : Organizer 

knows 

knows 

{ ( X ) | Person(X), invited(X, Y), Speaker(Y),  
  knows(Y, Z), Organizer(Z) } 

Abox 

Query 



Why is all this relevant for MMI?

•  Ontology development (deduction)
•  Query answering (deduction)
•  Metadata derivation  

by interpretation (fomalized as abduction, 
see below)



How to derive metadata?



Architecture



Image analysis

•  Assumption: 
Result of image 
analysis represented 
as an Abox



Querying for a pole vault?

•  Image will not be found
•  Reason:

 Pole vaults are not directly visible
 There is no Abox individual  

for a pole vault
•  Idea: 

 Pole vaults are “constructed” to explain 
the spatial configuration of a person, a 
bar, and a pole



Interpretation as explanation

•  Given: an (explicit) assertion α
•  Find a derivation which explains why 
α is true

•  Basis
 Domain knowledge (Tbox, Abox)
 Accepted observations (Abox)
 Explanation knowledge  

(formulated as logic program)
•  Explanation = set of assertions



Explanation via abduction

•  Compute some set of assertions    
such that

•  The knowledge base
•  The set of observables:

•  Explanation knowledge determines  |=
 Set of rules (logic program)



Rules: an example



In our setting

•  Image analysis leads to an Abox

•  Assumption: last assertion to be 
explained, rest taken for granted

•  The Abox is split into parts Γ1 and Γ2



Side conditions

• Minimality
•  Consilience



Example Tbox



Abduction as query answering

•  Abduction equation

•  Entailment of assertions as answering 
boolean queries w.r.t. Tboxes and 
Aboxes



Abductive query answering

•  The answer to Q1 should be true!
• What must be added to the Abox to 

ensure this?
•  Idea: Look at the rules

 Assumption: The rules define the set of 
abducibles

 Apply the rules in a backward-chaining 
way



Backward-chaining

•   

•   

•  Determination of a variable substitution 
(aka variable binding)
  Match rule head with query
  Introduce new individuals for yet unbound variables or take 

individual mentioned in the Abox
•  Nested calls due to logic programs (no recursion)



Example



Why is reasoning important?

•  Assumption: Explicit assertions need 
to be explained (if possible)

•  Avoid the generation of assertions 
during backward chaining

•  Reasoning required to determine 
which assertions already hold



Forward chaining

•  If there is an object x with a part y 
with y being near another object z, 
then the whole thing x is near z

•  Thing(X), hasPart(Y), near(Y, Z)  
   near(X,Z)  



Preference measures

• When more than one explanation is 
found, the criteria for selecting the 
best explanation is:
 Simplicity
 Consilience



Example 2: Image modality

•  Abduction constructs relational structures
•  Tbox causes new knowledge to be inferred

hasParticipant 
IND-6 IND-3 

bar1 
body1 

face1 

near 

hasPart 

near 

hasPart 

near 

hasPart 

Person Highjump 



Example 2: Image modality

•  Abduction constructs relational structures
•  Tbox causes new knowledge to be inferred

hasParticipant 
IND-6 IND-3 

bar1 
body1 

face1 

near 

hasPart 

near 

hasPart 

near 

hasPart 

Jumper Highjump 



Example 3: Text modality

Kajsa Bergqvist clears 2:06 in Eberstadt 

IND-11 

pname1 perf1 

hasValue 

personToPerformance 

precedes 

“2.06” 

hasValue 

“Kajsa Bergqvist” 

hasName 



Fusion

•  Goals:
  Desambiguation
  Rule out possible interpretations

•  Information  
accumulation  
(for better  
query answering)

Kajsa Bergqvist clears 2:06 in Eberstadt 



Explicitly represent the 
document structure

image1 

depicts depicts 

IND-11 

caption1 

depicts 

hasCaption 

pname1 perf1 

“Kajsa Bergqvist” 

hasValue 

personToPerformance 

precedes 

“2.06” 

hasValue 

hasParticipant 
IND-6 IND-3 

bar1 
body1 

face1 

near 

hasPart 

near 

hasPart 

near 

hasPart 
hasName 



Exploit the document 
structure

•  Abduction is used to find 
explan
a
tions for the relations between the multimedia objects

•  We assume the following rule 

    hasCaption(X,A) :-  
           Image(X),  
           depicts(X,Y),  
   Caption(A), 
   depicts(A,B), 
   same-as(Y,B) 



Structure identification

image1 

depicts depicts 

IND-11 

caption1 

depicts 

hasCaption 

pname1 perf1 

“Kajsa Bergqvist” 

hasValue 

personToPerformance 

precedes 

“2.06” 

hasValue 

hasParticipant 
IND-6 IND-3 

bar1 
body1 

face1 

near 

hasPart 

near 

hasPart 

near 

hasPart 



Fusion for multimodal docs



Role of MI for retrieval

•  Boolean Abox query answering  with 
reasoning

•  Augmentation of bag-of-words model with 
interpretation assertions (their 
consequences)



Event recognition in video

•  Can-do assumptions
 Object detection
 Phases detection

 What holds for 
an object in 
a maximal 
time interval?



Temporal propositions (1)

•  Syntax: Let Preds be a set of predicate names.

•  Example



TPs as part of an Abox



Temporal propositions (2)

•   
•   

•   

•   



Temporal propositions (3)

•   

•   

•   



Rules with time intervals (1)

•  Syntax

•  Rules must be non-recursive (with the obvious definition)



Rules with time intervals (2)

•  Example



Queries w.r.t. TPs (1)

•  Syntax

•  Grounded conjunctive queries
•  Unfold atoms w.r.t. rules in queries
•  Results in unions of grounded conjunctive queries



Queries w.r.t. TPs (2)

•  Example



Answers to queries



Algorithms for query answering

•  Standard query atoms:
 As for GCQs introduced before

•  Temporal query atoms:
 Matching of query atoms and temporal propositions 

in the Abox
 Match([201, 233], [t1, t2])

 Gives bindings for time variables as well as object 
variables

 Manage temporal constraints
  E.g., [t1, t2] gives rise to t1,< t2
  Equality constraints for bindings
  Satisfiability checking for constraints
 Compuation of minimal/maximal values for time variables



Abduction with time variables



Repair



Modality fusion again

•  Answering a query w.r.t. a single 
modality might not return a result

•  Idea: combine interpretation Aboxes 
of multiple modalities



Example

•  From image/text interpretation:

•  From video interpretation:

•  Why should we assume object3 and moving_object1 are 
synonyms? And how?

object1    :     HJ_InJumpPhase 



Fusion as abduction

•  If we added object3 = moving_object1 the query 

would return a result.
• Which? 
•  Fusion as abduction: Add an assertion 

(same-as) such that the result set of a 
retrieval query is not empty



Also: Intra-modality fusion

•  Domain knowledge: Good_Car(X)  Car(X) ^ Works_well(X)
•  Example (two sentences):

  “This car has always been in a garage.” 
  car-1 : Car, garage-1 : Garage

  “It always worked well.”
  it-1 : Works_well

•  Disambiguation required:
  It is the car that worked well, not the garage
  The car is indeed a good one (not a one that always was in a 

repair workshop)
•  Fusion: 

  Gives rise to abducing car_1 = it_1
  Such that { ( X ) | Good_Car(X) } has a result



Fusion as query computation

•  If we had a query, abduction of  
same-as assertions could be used to 
formalize fusion

•  What are the right queries?
•  Where do they come from?

 Look at concept definitions in the Tbox
 Consider previously unanswered user queries



Queries again

•  Initially: Pull technology
  Queries for retrieving media objects

•  Now: Queries for interpretation
  Why not store the queries used for deriving interpretations 

as part of the metadata?
•  Data arise in various contexts (as Aboxes)
•  Use context data for finding media objects

  “Matches” are all documents whose metadata contain 
queries that match a set of data (Abox assertions)

•  This gives us: Push technology! 
  Based on context data, index relevant media objects 

(attached with queries that “match” on the data) 
  No need for the user to specify queries



Outlook

•  Learn new interpretation rules in combination with 
corresponding Tbox axioms

•  Deal with uncertainty in a systematic way
•  Interaction with media objects in mobile interfaces



Interaction with media


